Plan may force vendors away
By DALE NISENBAUM

The policy, recently proposed by Mayor William Green, would control the number of street vendors in the city by increasing fees from $10 to $200. Many vendors are talking about moving to suburban areas in order to escape the new fees. The policy is intended to help the city to control the gridlock traffic caused by vendors. However, the vendors claim that the new fees are unreasonable and will force them to leave the city. The Mayor has said that the new fees are necessary to combat the problem of excessive vendor traffic in the city. The proposal has not yet been approved by the City Council. Panel recommends new student union
By JEFFREY GOLDBERG

The University Senate met last night to discuss the idea of establishing a new student union. The Senate expressed concern about the current system of student representation and the need for a more efficient and effective method of student involvement. The Senate also discussed the possibility of creating a student union that would have the power to negotiate contracts with University administrators. The proposal for a new student union was met with mixed reactions by the student body. Some students are in favor of the idea, while others are concerned about the potential costs and the impact on the current system of representation. The Senate will continue to work on the proposal and will consider it again at a future meeting.

Campus savoring a more Western flavor
By DONALD HOGAN

The campus is savoring a more Western flavor as a result of the University's new admissions policy. The new policy has resulted in a greater number of students from the West Coast and the West being admitted to the University. This has led to a more diverse and cosmopolitan campus, with students from different parts of the world. Some students have expressed their satisfaction with the new policy, while others have expressed concerns about the potential impact on the campus culture. The University administration is considering ways to ensure that the new policy does not lead to a loss of the University's traditional American identity.

Review

Panelists agree that the city cannot control the great expansion in curb sales over the last few years. Merchants and vendors in street markets are competing for a limited number of street locations, leading to increased congestion and traffic problems. The city is considering the possibility of building a new student union to provide a more organized and efficient location for vendors. However, there is some opposition to the idea, with some students and merchants expressing concerns about the potential impact on the local economy.
**Reagan leaves for Geneva**

**Calls summit “mission for peace”**

WASHINGTON — President Ronald Reagan told the nation last night he is going to Geneva and his first summit meeting with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev will be "a try to map out, together, a basis for peaceful discourse and a basis for peace." The summit, he hopes, will continue in future years.

Reagan said his purpose in meeting Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev next Tuesday and Wednesday is to "try to map out, together, a basis for peaceful discourse and a basis for peace." It is my fervent hope that the two of us can begin a process which our successors and our people can continue to follow with confidence and the ability to face differences "bravely and openly and beginning to recognize and reduce them through mutual understanding and respect," he said.

In approving the deals on Wednesday night, House gave final congressional approval to a $1.4 trillion federal budget, clearing the way for the Senate to take up the legislation and send it to the White House.

**Legislation averts federal default**

WASHINGTON — The government’s fiscal year just ended Tuesday and Thursday, the day after the president signed a $2 trillion federal budget into law.

**Heartfelt salute**

**PGW wins award**

The Philadelphia Gas Works is well known for providing energy to keep city residents warm last winter. For a company that services the city of Philadelphia, the award is recent recognition of a job well done.

Power Generation Assistant Vice President Lorin Marshall said that for his program went well, he gives credit to a team of employees who make the plant run smoothly.

"It was a challenging year," he said. "We had to work hard to ensure that the system was running efficiently and that our customers were satisfied.

"I want to thank all the members of my team for their hard work and dedication," he said. "Their efforts made this award possible."

**EXHIBITION BASKETBALL**

**Men’s Varsity Basketball**

University of Pennsylvania

Partizan Belgrade from Yugoslavia

November 20, 1986 - Philadelphia 7:00 p.m.

Admission Free
BLITZER: If it is going to get off the ground, U.S. support will be critical because both Jordan and Israel look to the United States for support and the U.S. has a very important role to play. But I am not overly optimistic right now, I am not overly optimistic. It has been mentioned by some of the spokesmen that Sharon is considering whether to pull out, whether to pull out of the West Bank, and that is a move that would encourage some of the things we have seen in the past, that might then occur in early October in Paris and that is a move that Sharon has considered.

Q: What will happen at the end of next year, when Sharon is scheduled to take over as Prime Minister?

A: Well, what is telling, in fact, is that there is no longer the same level of enthusiasm for an early round of negotiations right now. I think what will happen is that there will be some sort of opportunity to escalate the agreement, and either to put together a narrower, more limited coalition government without the Likud or if that fails, to go into early elections. I'm not yet certain that I think there could be a coalition, yes, it seems that there is some breakthrough on the peace process, but what is that would be the opportunity for Prime Minister to go into the general election, and there will be a later date.

Q: What's your opinion of the effectiveness of the current Peace Process?

A: It's far more surprising effectively on two issues. On the matter of getting out of Lebanon, which was very important, Israel genuinely pulled out, and there are some signs now that there is some progress at least for the time being. On the economic front, they have been more effective as well. In working together there have been some very successful economic reforms and austerity measures that are now working. There is still a long way to go, and it's not going perfectly, but there is movement.

Q: Will the National Unity Government be the first phase of getting out of Lebanon?

A: That is the first phase. What remains to be seen is whether the government can put together a credible and honest place, including important Palestinian, but certainly among the Lebanese population, in order to give the PLO and the Palestinians their rights.

Q: Do you think Sharonsoftened his stand on Cyprus?

A: There is some evidence that he has softened his stand on Cyprus. But there is a great deal of opposition to the idea, and there is a great deal of opposition to the idea that the Cypriot people cannot have a vote on the future of the island.

Q: If you could assess U.S.-Israeli relations following the Reagan years, their relationship is today an all-time high, the majority of people are very positive to Israel. But I am not overly optimistic — I think that there could be a coalition, yes, it seems that there is some breakthrough on the peace process, but what is that would be the opportunity for Prime Minister to go into the general election, and there will be a later date.

Q: Do you think that the Knesset law clearly instituting anti-Semitism as a crime is a serious threat to Israel?

A: The Knesset law clearly instituting anti-Semitism as a crime is a serious threat to Israel. I don't think it's a threat to Israel, specifically during the war in Lebanon. But it's very important to understand that anti-Semitism is a very serious threat. But in Lebanon, in the context of the war, it is a very serious threat.
Campus women's organizations to sponsor harassment seminar


IN ROBBIE STEEL

Three women's organizations will sponsor a seminar Monday on the prevention of the sexual harassment from the male professors.

The conference will feature a variety of speakers, including School of Social Work Professor Mark Biren, Microbiology Professor Helen Deegan, English Professor Peter Conroy and Professor Catherine Center of the Dilys.

The Graduate and Professional Women's Organization, the Penn Women's Center and the Penn Women's Alliance are sponsoring the event.

Graduate and Professional Women's Organization's member Leslie Zuckerman, who has been coordinating the seminar, said that the seminar will provide a chance for everyone to discuss on sexual harassment.

Leslie Zuckerman said that it's not only a sexual harassment issue, but also a power issue and an issue of gender role reversal.

In this seminar, there will be a panel discussion on sexual harassment. The panelists are Professor Mark Biren, Microbiology Professor Helen Deegan, English Professor Peter Conroy and Professor Catherine Center of the Dilys.

The seminar will be held in the University Center on November 18 at 4:30 pm. The event is free and open to all undergraduate and graduate students.

You should always treat your day with the DP

You are invited to attend a Presentation on Investment Banking

7:30 p.m., Monday, November 18
High Rise South Rooftop Lounge

All undergraduates are invited to join Shearson Lehman Brothers Corporate Finance Professionals, including:

- Craig Barnett '84
- Michael Konigsberg '84
- Rodger Krouse '83
- Cathy Saffir '85

Reception to follow

Shearson Lehman Brothers Inc.
Reaction to Reagan policies is better than thought, speaker says

By SARAH WEINTRAUB

The welfare state is flourishing despite the intense and public criticism of the Reagan Administration, Guggenheim Fellowship recipient Frances Fox Piven said at a workshop Wednesday in the Urban Studies Program's first annual lecture series.

"With the ascendency of the Reagan Administration, the attacks on social welfare in the United States have gotten far less than a nominal pat on the back," she said at a dinner table.

"But the Reagan Administration has gotten far less than a nominal pat on the back," she added. "One of these programs was developed, the resistance of these institutions legitimated the idea that... they were a good thing.

"By dressing provocatively and allowing the man to pay for her dinner or car tabs, is responsible for what happened. She should be responsible for preventing acquaintance rape — the man or the woman.

"Dr. Piven seems to feel that there is some possibility for hope depending on some conditions that are access free and class free," he added. "I don't know. I'm not optimistic."

Both sexes are hurt in acquaintance rape

By HANNAH FISKE

Acquaintance rape is a problem that affects both sexes, Penn GSEC Director Elle thought she was a very good

"I don't care that I'm not a whole lot of good things. She thought she was a very good

"Drive-in movies are by the social welfare programs in the United States, he is uncertain

"There has been a surprising
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"Men feel that acquaintance rape is natural — what's important is how we deal
deliberately controversial," she said.

"It would be a very good
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"My feeling is that people within the city itself are among the people who came.
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"For now it is more important for all TDK products, you'll know
dedicated to quality and reliability. That's why they choose our audio recording tape. And our computer floppy disks. Each in its own particular way represents the state of the art in technology.
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"My feeling is that people within the city itself are among the people who came.

"And usually exceeds it. But that's not surprising. Because our technological superiority goes all the way back to 1935. Long before most people even dreamed of magnetic recording tape. And thanks to our innovative spirit and drive for perfection, the magnetic recording industry owns much of its past, present and future to the many golden achievements of TDK.
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Weighing the Options

Political Science Professor Henry Trane opened the discussion of Wednesday's University Council meeting. "The President is right to refuse the booting, binning and chasing that marvel last month's Tuesday's. Today's market set the time for one of the more intelligent, level-headed Council members," he said.

With Committee on University Responsibility Chairman Richard Brown and other Trustees in attendance, the Council debated the merits of withdrawing University investments from companies, which do business in South Africa. The hour-long discussion ended in a 23-10 vote for divestment, the second such Council recommendation in the last four years.

The meeting was constructive because it addressed the broader issues, while avoiding the finger-pointing comments which some Council members asked whether the University should divest its investments in South Africa if it diversion. Others questioned the financial ramifications divestment would have on the University.

February Faculty Senate Chairman Jacob Abel argued that the University could take a more effective approach through stockholder resolutions.

Both sides offered comprehensive arguments, and Council members ultimately found the pro-divestment arguments the stronger. The Council's model of the type of discussion in which the University Community could participate on such issues should have all the Council members and should come out each one. Then they can make the decision.

The Trustees supposedly are scouting for candidates to make divestment, and the first time they should look it Wednesday's Council meeting. The best place is other forms where people are extensively considering the alternatives to battling apartheid. When the Trustees see that weighing all the arguments, people conclude that divestment is the more effective, timely action to take, then the University will be able to take this brave step forward without looking back.

---

MALICE IN WONDERLAND/Christopher Downey

Before you start feeling sorry for me, let me just say that I was the kid who carried around a UNICEF box at Halloween and used the money to buy myself a plastic bag of licorice.
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By Ruth Masters
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Consideration. I personally support the idea of a new student union." president and the provost for their next Senate the committee's recommendations groups needing facilities Are aubach added. "It's the only anthology that has been balanced out against the traditional "She is quite marvellous," said Gilbert. "She's one of the withest, most exciting speakers, she's on fire and at the same very stable." "It's a challenge to the traditional female literary careers," she said. Gilbert and Gubar are working on a sequel to Gilbert's "The Mad Women of the Army," originally called the "The Difference Made Me Bold: The Woman's Literature," she added. "It's an informal forum for those out there who can provide it." "I think the facility is very much in need of this. They could do it, in a sense, so funny "She is quite marvelous," said Gilbert. "She is one of the most exciting speakers, she's on fire and at the same very stable."

"She's quite marvelous," said "The Only Anthology That Has Been Balanced Out Against the Traditional Female Literary Careers," She said. Gilbert and Gubar are working on a sequel to Gilbert's "The Mad Women of the Army," Originally called "The Difference Made Me Bold: The Woman's Literature," She added. "It's an informal forum for those out there who can provide it." "I think the facility is very much in need of this. They could do it, in a sense, so funny...

"I think the facility is very much in need of a student union," she said. "We will forward the results to the light of comments and observations recommendation is "not surprising in view of the other requirements of the University," he added. "I think they will need to take a holistic approach to the many things that require expenditures now to do things."

"What they could do is make it known that they are in need of this kind of money and see if there are those out there who can provide it," she said. "It obviously has to come from donations." The proposed student union would serve as "an informal forum for those out there who can provide it." "I think the facility is very much in need of a student union," she said. "We will forward the results to the light of comments and observations recommendation is "not surprising in view of the other requirements of the University," he added. "I think they will need to take a holistic approach to the many things that require expenditures now to do things."

"What they could do is make it known that they are in need of this kind of money and see if there are those out there who can provide it," she said. "It obviously has to come from donations." The proposed student union would serve as "an informal forum for those out there who can provide it."
I think that the major effect will be by those who are currently in our community, and the Trustees may well consider withdrawing their support if they feel that the University is not in support of this policy. It is not in support of this policy, but the Trustees may well consider withdrawing their support if they feel that the University is not in support of this policy.
PRODUCE
- California Navel Sweet Oranges 10 for 99¢
- Fresh Fancy Mushrooms lb 99¢
- Red or Golden Delicious Apples lb 59¢
- Sun Giant Pitted Cup Dates 11 for 1.10¢

DAIRY
- Penn Maid Sour Cream pt. 89¢
- Breakstone Gourmet Dips 6 oz pkg 99¢

GROCERY
- Pepsi - Cola 2 Liter 99¢
- Murray Assorted Cream Cookies lb. 99¢
- Little Bear Ketsup 28 oz. 99¢
- Little Bear Syrup 32 oz. 1.19¢
- Monte Carlo Grape Jelly 14 oz. 99¢
- Monte Carlo Instant Rice 14 oz. 99¢
- Salada Tea Bags 24¢ Box of 100
- Kosher Empire Pot Pies $1.69 Box Item 30¢
- Fresh Fried Chicken Cooked on Premises

MEATS
- Perdue Boneless Breast $2.99 lb
- Ground Sirloin lb. 2.19
- Diet Lean Round Cubes 2 lb. 2.39
- Chicken Breast lb. 1.69
- Perdue Whole Fryers lb. 89¢
- Rib Eye Steaks (BNLS) $4.99

FULL SERVICE DELI DEPT
- Krakus Imported Ham $1.39 lb
- Hormel Black Label Sliced Bacon $1.65 lb
- Lo Cholesterol Swiss Cheese 10% $1.79
- Kain’s Jumbo Meat Franks 10% $1.79
- Clausen Whole Kosher Pickle’s 10% $1.29
- Kain’s Jumbo Beef Franks 10% $1.19
- We Carry a Full Line of Fresh Salads
- Fresh Made Potato Salad 59¢

BULK FOODS
- Rolled Oats 48¢ lb.
- Lundbery Premium Brown Rice 17¢ lb bag
- Spike Seasoning Shaker 3 oz. 1.10¢
- Tru-Dent Toothpaste 5 oz pkg 1.79¢
- Munsely Pop’s 14 oz. 1.40¢
- Mellow Mints Roll Pop’s 23¢
- Nutty Butter Cups 39¢
- Longhorn Brown Rice 49¢ lb.
- Goldbergs Peanut Chew’s 20¢ lb

DELI DEPT
- We Now Carry Baby Watson Cheese Cake
- Cheese cup 99¢
- Strawberry cup 99¢
- Pineapple cup 99¢
- Blueberry cup 99¢
- Chocolate cup 99¢
- Mom’s Fudge Bars 79¢ each

NATURAL FOODS
- Dove Bars 2 for 39¢ Van - Choc - Coffee
- Nature Choice Granola Bars 14¢
- Eden Red Wine 16 oz. 138¢
- Kiss My Face Greek Oil Soap 14¢
- Keyestone Springs Water 2 7 oz. 2.49¢
- Passionata Juice Imported from France 15¢
- Birrel Non Alcoholic Beer 6 Pack 2.25¢
- Celestial Seasonings Herb Tea’s 24 pk. 1.85¢
- Solrre Ridge Pure Fruit Preserves 29¢ 16 oz. Bott.

WE ACCEPT
- Visa and Master Card
- Travelers Checks
- Money Orders

FREE
- Check Cashing
- Play the Daily Number Here
- Trans-Passes Sold Here
AROUND THE WORLD

THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
STUDY AND TRAVEL

Credit Cards  Proper ID  Garage Parking Next Door $2
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( Florence  — June 15-July 25
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INFORMATION MEETING
Frank Dougherty     Ron Gallop
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Florida's Favorite Funny Man

ITALIAN STUDIES SUMMER INSTITI

September 1986 - May 1987
Eight months of study and
tavel with senior level faculty from
Harvard University, Columbia University and Indiana University.
Study film, history,
anthropology, politics, and sociology.
Three different programs to
choose from each limited to thirty students.
For more information call from Tiffany collect at
617-247-6612.
International Honor Program
19 Braddock Park
Boston, MA 02116

Sandra Gilbert
Professor of English, Princeton University

speaking on
“The Difference Made Me Bold:
The Engendering of Genre in 19th Century Poetry”

Friday, November 15
5 p.m.
Stieter Hall - Room B-6

Attention

December Graduates:
Senior Portraits will be taken
the week of
Dec. 2 - Dec. 6, 1985
Please sign up for your
Senior Portrait by calling
898-8720 (Yearbook Office)
Mon. thru Fri., Nov. 18-22
from 10 am to 4 pm

Grand Opening Special
Six 1/2-hour visits for $30

Trade Winds
Tanning Salon

New & Used
Remnants - Wall-to-Wall
All sizes, patterns & colors

Rug Cleaning-
• Repossessed Carpeting
• Delinquent Storage
• Accounts
• Rent & Bond
• Throw Rugs
• Padding
• Lay-away
• Oriental patterns

Area rugs

Daily 9:30, Sat. 10:30, Sun. Noon
Open till 7 Wed. 12

Save 20% on Cash and Carry Rug Cleaning

H. INJAIAN & SONS
(PUBLIC RUG CLEANERS)
EV 6-4345
42nd and Chestnut Sts.
Serving U of P Students for over 50 years

Number of applicants from far away rising

Some foreign students, who plan to return to their home countries after graduation, are finding that the number of applicants from their home countries is increasing. This trend is attributed to several factors, including increased awareness of American culture, the availability of scholarships, and the perceived advantages of studying in the United States. For example, foreign students may be drawn to American universities for their strong programs in specific fields, the opportunity to network with other international students, and the chance to gain exposure to diverse cultural perspectives.

Vendor licenses

Vendor licenses are required for many types of businesses in the United States, including those that sell goods or services. These licenses are often necessary to ensure compliance with local regulations and to protect the public's health and safety. The specific requirements for obtaining a vendor license can vary significantly from one state to another, and some businesses may also be required to obtain additional licenses or permits depending on their specific activities.

The Leon Lecture Series

Sandra Gilbert
Professor of English, Princeton University

speaking on
“The Difference Made Me Bold:
The Engendering of Genre in 19th Century Poetry”

Friday, November 15
5 p.m.
Stieter Hall - Room B-6

Every Weekend is Special!

39th & Chestnut Streets / 349-9000
WE’RE CHANGING THE MEANING OF THE WORD.

in·no·va·tor (in’e-va’ter) n. 1. One who begins or introduces something new; one who is creative. 2. THE TRAVELERS COMPANIES.

AND YOU CAN TOO.

Ideas spark innovation. Imagination fuels it. Achievement realizes it.

At The Travelers, we challenge your potential so you can strive for innovation.

So let your ideas help shape our future. And yours.

Write to: Rubin Fisher, Assistant Director, College and Professional Recruiting, Department 31, The Travelers Companies, One Tower Square, Hartford, Ct 06183.
When a 4 hour test counts as much as 4 years of school, y'oud better be prepared.

**Freshmen to face Kutztown State**

Dr. JONATHAN RODY  
When the Penn football freshman team takes on the Kutztown State junior varsity this afternoon, the Quakers will be playing for more than just a win. "They'll be playing for their own existence," said coach Rick Jackson. "They've lost 38-0 to Cornell - Penn will be playing to establish a 4-0 mark, rather than just an even 3-3."

As far as the game itself goes, it's "special" for the freshmen, who will be trying to cut down on turnovers. "Obviously, the first thing we have to do is straighten out the turnover problem," coach Jackson said. "We had seven turnovers against Cornell. The biggest thing we have to do is make sure our kids learn to control the ball. If we can't do that at home against an inferior team, it isn't going to be physically any better than Cornell."

The Quaker freshmen's game has additional importance because it is the last game of the year. "As the long year the kids don't remember if the team was 4-2 or 3-3, it's just a game," coach Jackson said. "We'll see how they handle the thought of another team on the field. It's not a major one-  

**With another win, Quakers could get something special**

"Continued from back page"  
"That's why this game is so important," coach Rick Jackson said. "The only way Quakers can get something special is to win today."

Jackson added that the game is important because the team made it to the playoffs. "In the last week or so, they've played for the conference title. The game is important because it's the last game of the season."

In other news, the Quakers are going to be trying to establish a new record. "If the team can win, they can tie the record for the most wins in a season," coach Jackson said. "That's why the team is so important."

Networks

**Allegro Pizza**

**Allegro Pizza**

Featuring our quality Neapolitan and Sicilian Pizza made fresh daily on the premises.

**Allegro Pizza**

**Allegro Pizza**

Yo Sports and Photo  
We leave at 1:30 p.m. from High Rise South. If you plan to eat lasagne and make the donut stop BE THERE.

**Quakers at Harvard**

"Continued from back page"  
We're on the subject of personal appearances, especially if one can get a random check and around the back yard," he said.

Shutting down White, keeping Ses-  
Sage inside and preventing the big dawgs inside and preventing the big dawgs from getting outside and shutting out Colgate - falling behind 21-0 in the third straight Saturday?

"We can't afford to get ahead like we did the last two games," coach Schnell said. "We have to finish strong and the defense has to stop the offense."

The defense has to stop the offense because right now the Quakers are playing for their season. "In order to get here, you have to play a perfect game and that's something you have to do," coach Schnell said. "If we can't do that, we're not going to be able to play in the big game."

"In the long run people don't remember the team was 4-2 or 3-3, it's just a game," coach Schnell said. "We'll see how they handle the thought of another team on the field. It's not a major one."

"If the team can win, they can tie the record for the most wins in a season," coach Jackson said. "That's why the team is so important."
To Brown for a Crown

Volleyball seeks Ivy banner this weekend

By NEIL W. WINTERBERGER

This weekend the University of Pennsylvania women's volleyball team will try to make its mark in the Ivy League. The Quakers, who are currently ranked second in the nation, will travel to New Haven, Connecticut, to take on Yale University in the first round of the NCAA tournament.

"We're excited to be going to New Haven," said Penn coach Joe Sagula. "It will be a good test for us. We need to be ready for anything." Sagula and his team have been preparing for this opportunity for weeks. They have been practicing hard, focusing on their individual and team skills.

"We've worked the sport extensively," Sagula said. "We've been focusing on being efficient at every position. We know that we have to be on top of our game to have a chance of winning." Sagula and his team have been working hard to improve their serve, pass, and attack. They have been practicing their blocking and defense to be ready for whatever Yale may throw at them.

"Our goal is to win the Ivy League championship," Sagula said. "We want to prove ourselves as the best team in the country. We're ready to take on the challenge." Sagula and his team have been working hard to improve their serve, pass, and attack. They have been practicing their blocking and defense to be ready for whatever Yale may throw at them.
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How is it going to end this time?

Penn meets Harvard with Ivy title at stake

By STEVE BERKOWITZ
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — We
already have a pretty good idea of how the Penn football team
came to be this season. The
reasons are the same as the
year before. And the year
before that. While other Ivy
League teams struggled, Penn
remained a consistent force.

The Quakers have won six
straight games and have
nothing to lose. They have
delivered the Ivy title to
Americans for the first time
since 1959. And they have
practically guaranteed their
first Ivy League title since 1959.

This incredible chapter in a rivalry (clockwise from
left): Ed Fekay (93: triumphantly embraces John McGheefer after last
year's 36-7 win; the mood of the Penn bench leaves little doubt about
the outcome of Harvard's 28-6 win in 1980; Fans at Franklin Field
celebrate after Penn eked out a 23-21 win in 1982 to clinch the Quakers'
first Ivy League title since 1959.

Quakers may quellly get deserved respect

What do Penn and Rodney Dangerfield have in common? They don't get no respect.

Sign in the Penn football locker room does not lament this fact.

I've been covering the Penn football team for five years. Berndt and his assistants
certainly know it. They have established a history of their
egos. We love the smell of polo pony patties
in our hair. We love those long robes, those protruding
boots.

A Swami is a sucker for royalty.

A Swami is a sucker for royalty.

Yes, I love sports. I love the thrill of it. I love the
adrenaline rush. I love the excitement. I love
the anticipation. I love the hope. I love the
disappointment. I love the joy. I love the
sorrow. I love the victory. I love the
defeat. I love the competition. I love
the drama. I love the
elements. I love the
air. I love the
touch. I love the
sound. I love the
sight. I love the
smell. I love the
taste. I love the
feeling. I love the
experience. I love the
moment. I love the
memory. I love the
tale. I love the
story. I love the
legend. I love the
history. I love the
heritage. I love the
tradition. I love the
legacy. I love the
symbolism. I love the
inspiration. I love the
motivation. I love the
ambition. I love the
spirit. I love the
patriotism. I love the
patriotism. I love the
patriotism. I love the
patriotism. I love the
patriotism. I love the
patriotism. I love the
patriotism.

The Quakers, under the leadership of Terry
Berndt, have established a history of their
work. They have worked hard and
constantly. I am very impressed with the
Penn football program. It has lost only three
and five times since 1982. Penn has won nine
out of the last ten games.
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Ivy STANDINGS

Penn

Yale

Columbia

Cornell

Brown

Princeton

BROWN AT DARTMOUTH

COLUMBIA AT CORNELL

BROWN AT PRINCETON

YALE AT PRINCETON

PENN AT HARVARD

Penn

PRINCETON

Coach Berndt saying to the squad that the
coaches were going to have to
hang out the day
to go recruiting and that we were
gonna
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